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Major Overdose Initiative
MOI

• In 2016 we targeted 34 individuals that 
accounted for close to 100 overdoses in our 
county

• Some of these individuals have overdosed 2, 3 
& 4 times

• When I identify an MOI candidate. I either 
visit them at parole and probation, district or 
circuit court or a house visit



EIP
Early Intervention Program

• -Post trial, Pre Disposition 1 year Diversion Program (if 
participants complete - clean record)

• -Abstinence based program:  No medically assisted 
treatment participants; no participants on any  opiates 
(even those prescribed)  

• - 1st 6 months of formalized treatment through provider
• -2nd 6 months, more intense 12 step focus 
• -Minimum 12 months of intense testing and monitoring (as 

opposed to a kiosk approach by parole and probation for 
non violent offenders)

• -This is not a zero tolerance program, slip ups don't get you 
kicked out of the program; Goal is long term success and 
decrease of overdose risk



We are making a difference.

Letter
from Chief Meekens

Burglaries and thefts combined 
for a 33% decrease!
• The results in 2016 have been noticeably 

positive. Half of those who have been 
referred by HPD are continuing in treatment 
according to Tim Weber. That means that 
they are not committing crimes in our 
community to support their addiction. In 
2016, HPD will be reporting 33% decrease in 
Part 1 offenses as reported to the FBI. 
Assaults reflect a small 7% decrease, while 
burglaries and thefts combine for a 33% 
decrease. This was accomplished by focusing 
on removing some of our opioid addicts from 
the streets without arrests and targeting 
opioid traffickers. These results are more 
enlightening when one considers that arrests 
were down 5% and traffic enforcement was 
down 17%. I would caution that this is just 
one year but is a year where HPD recorded 
historic lows in both burglaries and thefts; 
the most common form of property crime 
committed by opioid addicted people.


